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Why Should I Care About Programming?
n

n

Programming is a must-have skill nowadays
n “Our civilization is experiencing unprecedented changes across many
realms, largely due to the rapid advancement of information technology.
The ability to code and understand the power of computing is crucial to
success in today’s hyper-connected world.” - Al Gore
n “Everyone should know how to program a computer, because it teaches
you how to think!” - Steve Jobs
Not everyone needs to be a programmer, but everyone should learn
programming
n Many areas of research are drowning in data; to make use of these data,
it’s essential that you learn how to efficiently manage and analyze it
n High-impact publications tend to combine experimental and computational
analysis
n ACCRE is a great resource for scaling up your computational research
n

Cheap computing, free training, online community of Vanderbilt researchers
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Computing Resources for University
Researchers
n

n

n

Lab resources
n Laptop, desktop, in-house servers, etc.
n Suitable for development, testing, prototyping
University-centralized resources
n Shared cluster environment (e.g., ACCRE)
n IBM Netezza machine shared by VUMC researchers
n Meant for scaling up and accelerating computational
research via parallel processing
Government/federal resources
n Supercomputers at national labs, XSEDE resources
n Enables larger, more complicated problems to be
solved, perhaps pushing the limits of what has been
done previously
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ACCRE
n

Advanced Computing Center for Research and Education
n Provides a centralized computing infrastructure and environment for
Vanderbilt researchers
n Started in 2002 through collaboration between a particle physicist and
geneticist
n Users from VUSE, VUMC, A&S, Peabody, and Owen
n Operates as a co-op in which researchers allowed to “burst” onto one
another’s hardware
n Staff of ten (system administrators, software/research specialists, center
administrators)
n

n

n
n

Relieves researchers of the administrative burden so they can focus on their
research
Provides advanced training and support

Support costs of using ACCRE centrally subsidized
Located in The Commons; Hill Center, Suite 201
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ACCRE Services
n

n

n

n

Computing
n Provide a Linux environment for submitting and running jobs
n Many popular software packages installed including Matlab, Python, R,
C/C++/Fortran/Java/CUDA compilers, multi-thread/process libraries
n Resource limits based on use and/or support fees paid by researchers
Storage
n 25 GB of home directory space, 50 GB of scratch space for new users
n Additional space available for purchase per TB (via ACCRE or DORS)
Backups
n Home directories backed up nightly to tape, going back 3 months
n Also provide backups for off-site servers
Customer gateways
n Researchers can purchase their own server that is connected to the
cluster but has a customized environment (administered by ACCRE)
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ACCRE Cluster Layout
ACCRE CLUSTER
~40 GPU Nodes

~600 Compute Nodes

auth
authentication server

In a nutshell:
-

A bunch of computers
networked together!

-

Enables users to “burst” onto
idle computers
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Key concepts:
-

Submit jobs from gateway

-

Scheduler runs jobs for you on
compute node(s)

-

vmps13

…….

Files are visible everywhere
Change your password by
logging into auth (type “rsh auth”
from a gateway) and typing
“passwd”

Gateways are used for:
- Logging in

-

At any given time, ~1500-5000 jobs are running on compute nodes

-

Users often have multiple jobs running at once

-

Users do not need to log in to a compute node

-

Runs the software (called SLURM) for
managing cluster resources and scheduling jobs

-

SLURM commands available across the cluster
(e.g. from a gateway)

- Submitting jobs
- Running short tests

Jobs are run on compute nodes by the job scheduler

Job Scheduler Servers

- Managing/editing files
- Writing code/scripts

-

File Servers
-

Mounts/maps users’ files
across all gateways and
compute nodes

-

Close to 4 Petabytes of
storage
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What’s the Advantage?
•

Save time, analyze more data, reclaim your computer’s resources

Old way (serial
processing):

time
script1

script3

script4

script5

Large-memory (128-256 GB)
computers available

New way (parallel
processing):
script1
script2
script3
script4
script5
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Doing analysis remotely frees up your
computer’s resources so you can keep
working
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Good Applications for the Cluster
n

Batch processing
n Hit “go” and walk away (i.e. non-interactive)
n Often apply same analysis methods on multiple datasets

n

Problems that can be broken up into independent chunks
n Enables parallel processing

n

Analysis of large datasets
n Big Data is all the rage; need tools to efficiently store and process these
data
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Demo!
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The Lesser Known Commands
n

n

n

n

n

n

rtracejob <jobid>
n Compare resource allocation to resource usage
qSummary
n Quick summary of jobs and cores by group/user
q3
n More detailed summary of jobs and cores by group/user
showLimits -g <group_name>
n Lists core, memory, and CPU time limits for a group and its parent
account
salloc --time=2:00:00 --mem=8G
n Run interactive job for two hours (one core, 8 GB RAM)
sinfo --format=“%70N %.25f %.10a %.10A”
n Show node availability based on node features
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Becoming an Advanced ACCRE User
n

Spend time thinking about performance
n Investigate/test tools that enable faster execution time
n

n

n

n

Automate your workflows
n Explore job arrays for single-core, embarrassingly parallel jobs
n

n

SLURM makes this easy to do and it also puts less stress on the scheduler

Submit, test, iterate
n

n

n

Examples: Intel-compiled software, GPU-enabled software, multi-thread or multiprocess software
Don’t reinvent the wheel: look for libraries/packages that will allow you to
maximize performance without spending 3-4 months programming
Not all problems are well-suited for parallelism

When your jobs are running, spend time improving your workflow to make them
more efficient and to avoid any manual input/processing
Write scripts that pass input and output between different jobs

Collaborate! Contribute examples to ACCRE Github repositories
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Using Intel-Compiled Packages
n

n

n

Intel compilers tend to generate executables that run significantly
faster than code built with standard GNU compilers
n This is in large part due to the fact that we use Intel processors on the
cluster, so the compilers are able to make smarter decisions that better
utilize the underlying hardware architecture (e.g., vectorization)
n setpkgs -a intel_cluster_studio_compiler
Many popular packages already built with Intel compilers and
available on the cluster
n setpkgs -a python2.7.8_intel14
n setpkgs -a R_3.2.0
For programs relying on large matrix and vector operations, linking to
Intel’s Math Kernel Library (MKL) often yields performance boosts
n Simply requesting more CPU cores can result in faster runtimes if the
code is multi-threaded
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Learning Curve
n

Using the cluster requires knowledge in two key areas:
n Linux commands
n Job scheduler commands

n

This is the biggest barrier to entry for new users
n Learning these tools can be painful at first, but in the long run it is well
worth your time/energy
n ACCRE staff help lower the barrier to entry!
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ACCRE User Support
n

Free training classes offered twice a month
n Intro to Linux, Intro to the Cluster, Intro to SLURM, Compiling programs,
GPU computing, Intel Xeon Phi (coming soon)
n

n

n

n

Many users come in with no Linux background, while others are comfortable on
the command line and are only required to take two training courses
Advanced classes offered by request only

Online help desk
n Support from ACCRE staff
n ACCRE staff also available for appointments
Web Tools
n Website (www.accre.vanderbilt.edu) includes Getting Started pages,
Frequently Asked Questions, SLURM documentation, software pages,
suggested grant text
n Github repositories (www.github.com/accre) where users can see
examples and contribute their own
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Software Pages and Collaborating via Github
n

n

ACCRE staff recently added “Software Pages” for commonly used
packages on the cluster: http://www.accre.vanderbilt.edu/?
page_id=2756
n ACCRE homepage -> User Support -> Software Pages
n Pages for Python, R, Matlab, and Ruby currently available (feedback
welcome!)
n Advice and performance tips for running jobs in these environments
Github repositories are associated with these software pages
n Example scripts (including SLURM scripts)
n Users are encouraged to contribute their own examples (instructions for
doing this are linked from the Software Pages above)
n

n

Great way to facilitate collaboration and share ideas across different departments
and research groups at Vanderbilt

Other repositories also available
n

SLURM, Intel Xeon Phi, etc.
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SLURM
n

n

Simple Linux Utility for Resource Management
n ACCRE switched to SLURM from Torque/Moab in January 2015
Features:
n Excellent performance
n Able to process tens of thousands of jobs per hour (scalability) - as of
June 2014, six of the top ten supercomputers were using SLURM
n Multi-threaded
n High throughput for smaller jobs (accepts up to 1,000 jobs per
second)
n Fault tolerant (backup server can take over transparently)
n Supports control groups (cgroups)
n Allows memory and CPU requests to be enforced on compute nodes
n Uses a database to store job statistics and account info
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XSEDE
n

Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment
n NSF-funded computing infrastructure combining HPC resources from
multiple sites across the U.S.
n

n

n

Includes some of the largest supercomputers in the world:
n
n

n

Includes: Texas Advanced Computing Center, San Diego Supercomputing Center,
Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center, National Institute for Computational Sciences
Large emphasis on outreach and training
For example, Stampede at TACC (#8 on June 2015 TOP500 list)
Enables much larger and more complex problems to be studied

Using XSDEDE is a great way to begin scaling up your research
n

n

n

ACCRE administers a campus-wide startup allocation that you can be added to
(just ask!)
Groups can request their own startup allocations (almost 100% acceptance,
minimal effort required)
Full allocations are more competitive and require a multi-page proposal
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Vanderbilt Course in Parallel Programming and
High-Performance Computing
n

Offered every Spring as a part of Vanderbilt’s Scientific Computing
minor program
n Covers the following topics:
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

n
n

Linux command line
C programming
Compiling/building HPC software
Shared memory, multi-thread programming
Distributed memory, multi-process programming
Programming for NVIDIA GPUs with CUDA
Programming for Intel Xeon Phi co-processors
Performance benchmarking

Gain valuable experience in a HPC environment
Emphasis on applying these tools to a research problem from your
domain
n

Students present results from their capstone projects at the end of the semester
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The Big Data Revolution
n

n

Processing of large (> 10 GB) datasets is becoming one of the most
common uses of the ACCRE cluster
n Current cluster is optimized for computing, not data processing, per se
ACCRE has recently been awarded a grant from the university to
build a cluster that is optimized for Big Data analysis
n Will incorporate the hardware and software necessary to efficiently
analyze large datasets
n
n

Lots of storage capacity
Hadoop, MapReduce, Spark, etc.

Hosting of datasets of broad interest to Vanderbilt researchers
n Free to use through Summer 2018
Familiarizing yourself with these tools early will be to your advantage
n These tools are showing up more and more in academia and industry
n

n
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Concluding Remarks
n

Continue to educate yourself about the resources that are available to
you as a university researcher
n Seek out opportunities to explore computational research
n
n

n

n

Your research stands to benefit
Your career stands to benefit

Feel free to contact us with questions
n will@accre.vanderbilt.edu
n Twitter: @ACCREVandy
n facebook.com/accrevandy
Thank you for your attention!
n Questions?
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